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            the direction. Tight the set screw to fix the tube.

Landing Gear

Step 2. Insert the skid tube into the skid foot, watch out 

Step 1. Install the skid foot on the frame, watch out 
            the direction. 

M3X12 SOCKET
 HEAD BOLTS X 2

Step1: install the engine on the engine mount. 
Step2: install the cluth hub & fan set on the crankshaft. a piston-locking tool and a socket wrench are
           standard tools to do that. Make sure the clutch hub is tightly fixed on the shaft. 
Step 3: install the clutch on the clutch hub.        #  Use loctitle anywhere showed in the drawings.  

Piston-locking tool
Socket wrench



Tapping

M3x16

M3 Set Screw

M3x10 Self

M3x8

on the type of engine used.

when tighting the M3x16 bolts tofix the engine mount 
on the frames. Adjust the bolts so that the driving gear 
can turn smoothly. 

Step 4: Push the whole engine set from bottom of the 
frames up into the clutch bell. Turn the drive gear 

It might be necessary to remove the carburater
before step 4 and reinstall it afterwards, depends

Front and Top

#  Do not hold flybar mixing arm 
as a wrench when fixing the paddle 
on the flybar. 

# Screw the two paddle on 
the flybar until you can see 
the flybar from the gap in the 
paddles. 

# Make sure the centerline of two
Paddles and two fly bar mixing arm 
are parallel.
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Step 1. Uninstall the Gyro plate. 

Step 2. Pull the belt through the boom, turn the belt as showed
            and install it around the pulley wheel. line up the small
            gap on both end of the boom with the guid holes in tail 
             gear box and side frame so that the tail blades is vertial. 

Step3. Install vertical fin, Horizontal fin and restall the gyro plate. 

Step4. adjust the belt to the right tightness and tightup the bolts on Boom holders

Step 5. install the tail boom supporters. 

Step6. install the rudder link mounts and the tail rudder link.  



M2.5x16 Self Tapping
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Tapping

M2x8
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Linkage Length

Linkage Length   31mm x 2:  main blade holder to mix arm

Linkage Length   53mm x 2:  fly bar control arm to wash out control arm

Linkage Lenght   71mm x 2:  mixing arm to swash plate inner ring

Linkage Lenght   63mm x 2:  swash plate outer ring to L arm

Linkage Lenght   103mm x 2:  L arm to Horns of outter servos

Linkage Lenght    73mm x 1:  front arm to horn of inner servo. 

Linkage Lenght     85mm x 1:  engine control

Length



 you might need to drill a hole 13.5mm from the center. 

Aileron

Elevator

Pitch

Throttle

Rudder

31mm

53mm 71mm

63mm

103mm

73mm

85mm

 Suggest use the third hole on the horn for Futaba servo. For JR horn, 

 Phasing block: when the one of the link balls on the swash plate inner ring is on the same line of the ball  
  on the A arm, the main blade holder should be parallel to the boom. This is standard setup, for advanced 
 pilots, you can changethe angle to get a better rolling. Fix the radius block when the two pins can stay in
 the gap of radius when both highest and lowest pitch. 

line

when they
are in one

Parallel to the Boom

1
3
.5



Pitch Curve

Engine Curve

Pitch Setting Swash Type Setting

Hovering ID1 ID2 ID3 Autorotation JR Futaba

Loop Roll 3D Swash Typ SWH

High Pitch 9~10 9~10 8.5~9 S3 120º SR3

Hovering 5~5.5 N/A Aile Elev Pitch

Low Pitch  -8.5~9 -7

Above data just give some general idea of setting. It varies by engine,blades,muffler and pilot's style.

Adjust by actual flight.

Setup of Linkage
Install fuel tube, install gyro, main blade, muffler. check the servos and gyro, reverse them if necessary. 

at 0 pitch (for 3D pitch stick in the middle) adjust as following: 

1.   Adjust the horn and sub trim so that the horns are 90 degree to links.

2. Adjust the link between the horn and front arm (and L arm)so that the L arm and Front arm are horizontal.

3. Adjust the link between L arm and swash plate so that the swash plate is horizontal.

4. Adjust the link between the washout control arm and flybar control arm so that the washeout control arms are horizontal.

5. Adjust the link between mixing arm and swash plate inner ring so that the mix arm is 3~5 degree lower than the fly bar.

6. Adjust the link between the Mixing arm and blade holder to get0 pitch of the main blade.

7. When gyro is in 0 point, adjust the horn and sub trim so that the horn on rudder servo is 90 degree to the tail rudder link.

8.  Adjust the length of tail rudder link so that the tail blades have 7 degree positive pitch (wind force towards the tail). 
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Check: 

Tail Balance: 

Heli Tail rotating at very high speed, regular check the balance of the tail is important
 for safe flights.  

Antenna: 

It is strongly suggest not place the Antenna around boom supporter, boom or other 
metal parts. Suggest place the Antenna underneath the plastic skid foot. 
Wrongly installation of Antenna would result a larger chance of interference. 
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After assembling when the main rotor rotates clockwise view from
top tail blade should rotate clockwise view when the heli head on
your left and the tail on your right
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